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Abstract — Methodology of Constructing and Analyzing
the Hierarchical structure of the Contextually-Oriented
Corpora was developed. The methodology contains the following
steps: Contextual Component of the Corpora’s Structure
Building; Text Analysis of the Contextually-Oriented
Hierarchical Corpus. Main contribution of this study is the
following: hierarchical structure of the Corpus provides
advanced possibilities for identification of the Morphological
and Structural features of texts of different tonalities;
Contextual, Morphological and Structural specificity of texts
with tonality, originally assigned by the authors, has significant
differences; exist the certain thought and writing style
Templates, under the influence of which the formation of texts
of various tonalities takes place. As basic features of such
templates for the texts of the two basic (positive/negative)
tonalities could be used: Contextual Structure, Morphological
Types, Emotional Features, Writing Style and Vocabulary
Richness. For verification of the proposed methodology, a case
study of Polish-language film reviews Dataset was used.

I

INTRODUCTION

n recent years the sentiment analysis has been one of the
hottest research areas in natural language processing [1].
The challenges to the researchers are both theoretical
aspects, such as the objective laws of the sentiment
expressions in the natural language, and the practical aspects,
for example, the analysis of consumer opinions and reviews
[2].
There are two main approaches to the sentiment analysis
[3]: lexicon-based and machine learning. The first of them
determines the text sentiment by means of individual words
polarity in the text. The latter considers the task of sentiment
analysis as the problem of text categorization. Both
approaches require high quality sentiment lexicons: even in
the text categorization methods the word weights are often
proportional to word polarity and strength.
There are many studies on the problem of Sentiment
Lexicons creation. They generally use three main approaches
[4]: manual approach, dictionary-based approach, and corpusbased approach. In the manual approach the sentiment
lexicons are constructed by human annotators. In the
dictionary-based approach the sentiment lexicons are created
with the help of the universal dictionaries and thesauri, e. g.,
WordNet [5].
This work was not supported by any organization
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In the corpus-based approach the sentiment lexicons are
built based on the analysis of text corpora. Also, the various
hybrid combinations of these approaches are used. Though
the problem of Sentiment Lexicon creation is very important,
little attention is paid to the evaluation of the quality and indepth analysis of the generated lexicons, especially for Polish
language.
Main direction of this research is to design the
methodology for constructing and analyzing the Hierarchical
Corpora, which allows improving the quality of the
algorithms for the Sentiment Lexicon building by offering the
additional tools for determining the tonality based on the
availability of data about the semantic properties of the text.
As the main research tool, text mining methods and
algorithms will be used.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Under the notion of texts mining we understand the
application of methods of texts computer analysis and
presentation in order to achieve the quality, which
corresponds to the “manual” processing for further usage in
various tasks and applications. One of the actual tasks of
automatic texts mining is their clustering (definition of groups
of the similar documents). More and more often statistical
topical methods are being applied [6].
The topics are presented as discrete distributions on a
number of words, and the documents – as discrete distribution
on a number of topics [6]. Topical methods perform a “nonprecise” clustering of words and documents, which means
that a word or a document can be referred to a few topics with
different probabilities simultaneously. The synonyms with
higher probability will appear in the same topics since they
are frequently used in the same documents. At the same time,
the homonyms (words different in meaning, but similar in
writing) will be placed in different topics because they are
used in different contexts [7].
A. Preprocessing Procedure
Topical methods, as a rule, apply the method of a “bag-ofwords”, where each document is considered as a set of words
not connected to each other. Before the topics are defined, the
text is preprocessed – its Graphematic and Morphologic
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analysis is conducted with the objective to define the initial
form of words and their meanings in the speech context.
Graphematic Analysis
To start the preprocessing procedure of a text it is necessary
to divide the original unstructured text into sentences and
words. At first sight, it is a very simple task, but it has its own
specificities and plays an important role in the further analysis
of a text.
Graphematic analysis includes:
– division of the original text into elements (words,
separators);
– elimination of non-text elements (tags, metainformation);
– extraction and formalization of non-standard elements:
structural elements: headlines, paragraphs, notes; numbers,
dates, complexes of letters and numbers; names, patronymics,
surnames; extraction of e-mail addresses;
– extraction of files’ names;
– extraction of sustained phrases, words that are not used
separately from each other.
In English sources, we can meet the definition of
tokenization, which, by its content, is similar to the
graphematic analysis. Tokenization – is a process of dividing
the text stream into tokens: words, collocations and sentences
[8]. Thus, the graphematic analysis is the initial analysis of an
unstructured text, presented as a chain of symbols in any
coding, elaborating information, which is necessary for
further text processing.
There are almost no tools specializing exceptionally on
graphematic analysis. Basically, graphematic is included into
integrated packages of text analysis: NLTK, Stanford
CoreNLP, Apache NLP, АОТ, MBSP etc. The function of
division into tokens is also included into programs of text
markup, for instance into the part-of-speech taggers.

Lancaster’s algorithm (for English language) and the
algorithms, working by the principle of a “snowball”
(snowball stemmers) for other languages.
Lemmatization is another normalization technique: for
each inflected word form in a document or request, its basic
form, the lemma, is identified. The benefits of lemmatization
are the same as in stemming. In addition, when basic word
forms are used, the searcher may match an exact search key
to an exact index key. Such accuracy is not possible with
truncated, ambiguous stems. Homographic word forms cause
ambiguity (and precision) problems – this may also occur
with inflectional word forms [11]. Another problem is that
words cannot be lemmatized, because the lemmatizer’s
dictionary does not contain them.
B. Vector Space Models of the Semantic Relations
Analysis
The method of processing words in a machine-readable
natural language, as a rule, is based on the vector-space
method of data description (Vector Space Model) [12],
suggested by [13]. Within the framework of the method each
word in a document has its particular weight. Thus, each
document is presented as a vector and its dimension is equal
to the total number of words in the document.
Similarity of a document and a topic is evaluated as a scalar
product of a few information vectors. The weight of separate
words (terms) can be calculated both applying the absolute
frequency of a term appearing in the text and the relative
(normalized) frequency:

Fwi  TF  IDF  tf (w, t ) 

(1)

tf ( w, t ) – relative frequency of the w-th term occurrence
in document t:

tf ( w, t ) 

Morphologic Analysis
Morphologic analysis provides definition of the normal
form, from which the word-form was created, and of the set
of parameters, assigned to this word-form [9].
Stemming has been the most widely applied morphological
technique for information retrieval. With stemming, the
searcher does not need to worry about the correct truncation
point of search keys. Stemming also reduces the total number
of distinct index entries. With short queries and short
documents, a derivational stemmer is most useful, but with
longer ones the derivational stemmer brings in more nonrelevant documents. Stemming increases search key
ambiguity. Stemming may, however, is a non-optimal
approach to the clustering of documents in agglutinative
languages. Firstly, stemmers do not conflate compounds
whenever the first components do not match exactly.
Secondly, they are unable to split compounds, which typically
have the head-modifier structure and the headword is the last
and more important component for clustering [10]. The most
widely-spread algorithm of stemming is the Porter’s
algorithm. Except for that algorithm there exists the
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– the number of w-th term occurrences in the
document t; df – the number of documents in the collection
that contain the w-th term; D – total number of documents in
the collection.
Then, for solving the problem of finding the similarity of
documents (terms) from the point of view of the relation to
the same topic, the different metric can be applied, for
example:
– Euclid’s measure:
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where x – vector of the document, y – point of reference
words vector;
– Cosine of the edge between the vectors:
x y ,
(4)
dist ti  cos  
x y
where x⋅y – scalar product of the vectors, x and y –
quota of the vectors, which are calculated by the formulas:
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A further algorithm is to divide the source data into groups
corresponding to the events, as well as in determining whether
a text document describes a set of any topic. The main idea of
the solution is the use of clustering algorithms [14] (e.g., kmeans method, etc.). It is assumed that each cluster contains
documents that describe an event.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a Discriminant theory
and method for extracting context-dependent word meanings
by statistical processing of large sets of text data [15-17]. It
uses the “bag-of-words” for modelling, begins with
transforming text corpora into term-document frequency
matrices, reduces the high dimensional term spaces of textual
data to a user-defined number of dimensions by singular value
decomposition (SVD), produces: weighted term lists for each
concept or topic; concept or topic content weights for each
document; outputs that can be used to compute document
relationship measures [18].
According to the theorem on singular decomposition, any
real rectangular matrix can be decomposed into a product of
three matrices:
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T

(6)
where  K VK T – represents terms in k-d latent space;
td
td

U Ktd  Ktd – represents documents in k-d latent space; U Ktd
, VK

t d

– retain term–topic, document–topic relations for top k

topics.
But, as [19, 20] proved, there are three limitations to apply
LSA: documents having the same writing style; each
document being centered on a single topic; a word having a
high probability of belonging to one topic but low probability
of belonging to other topics. The limitations of LSA is based
on orthogonal characteristics of dimension factors as well as
on the fact, that probabilities for each topic and the document
distributed uniformly, which does not correspond to the actual
characteristics of the collections of documents [13, 21, 22].
That is why, LSA tends to prevents multiple occurrences of a
word in different topics and thus LSA cannot be used
effectively to resolve polysemy issues.
C. Probabilistic Topic Models
To get rid of the above-mentioned disadvantages the
probability LSA is conducted, based on the multinomial
distribution – in particular, on the algorithm of Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [23, 24]. The probabilistic topic
modelling – a set of algorithms to analyze the words in large
sets of documents and from the retrieve the threads that
connect into topics [25, 26]. In this case document is regarded
as a set of words, the order of which does not matter. For each
document to determine the distribution θd of its words on
topics, that probability for each topic meets it herein. This
topic is presented in the form of distributions φt of words from
a fixed vocabulary, i.e. each word included in the subject with
a certain probability

The next text mining technique that was developed to
improve upon LSA was the Probabilistic topic modeling
techniques. Probabilistic topic modeling is a set of algorithms
that allow analyzing words in textual corpora and extract from
them topics, links between topics [23, 24, 27]. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a generative model that
explains the results of observations using implicit groups,
which allows one to explain why some parts of the data are
similar. It was proposed by David Blei [23, 24] and it uses a
Bayesian model that treats each document as a mixture of
latent underlying topics, where each topic is modeled as a
mixture of word probabilities from a vocabulary.
The algorithm of the method is the following: Each
document is generated independently: randomly select for
document its distribution on topics  d for each document’s
word; randomly select a topic from the distribution  d ,
obtained in the first step; randomly select a word from the
distribution of words in the chosen topic  k (distribution of
words in the topic k). In the classical model of LDA, the
number of topics is initially fixed and specifies the explicit
parameter k. In the process of assigning the topics to
documents usually LDA uses the maximal from possible (not
always very high) level of probability of documents
belonging to the topic.
According to [28] – words in a topic from LDA (as an
extended LDA method) are more closely related than words
in a topic from LSA. For polysemy, words in a topic from
LDA can appear in other topics simultaneously: topics are
Dirichlet multinomial random variables, each word is
generated by a single topic, and different words may be
generated from different topics. The limitation of LDA is that
there is no probability distribution model at the level of
documents. Thus, the larger the number of documents, the
larger the LDA model.
METHODOLOGY FOR CONSTRUCTING AND ANALYZING THE
HIERARCHICAL CORPORA

A. Novelty and Motivation
The purpose of this research is development of the
methodology of constructing and analyzing the Hierarchical
Corpora intended for subsequent use in the creation of the
Sentiment Lexicon using text mining tools.
In this research the following scientific research questions
(RQ) were raised:
RQ: Using what methods and algorithms it is possible to
increase the quality of the formation of the Corpus intended
for the analysis of text tonality?
RQ_1: Does creation of the Contextual Structure of the
Corpus provides advanced possibilities for identification of
the morphological and tonal specifics of analyzed texts?
RQ_2: Does the preliminary Morphological and Structural
analysis of the Corpus allow to reveal specific characteristics
of Corpus content in the light of improving the quality of texts
Sentiment recognition?
For finding the answers for these questions, the following
assumptions (A) were formulated:
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A1: Taking into account the specificity of the chosen case
study [16, 17, 29], assume that each paragraph could be
interpreted as a topically completed textual component
(TCTC).
A2. Classified texts are characterized by their initially
known subjective (author's) evaluations of their tonality.
On the basis of the research questions and assumptions, the
following scientific hypotheses (H) were formulated:
H1. Contextual structure of the certain type of texts writing
does not depend on its tonality, initially assigned to it by the
author.
H2. Morphological structure of the certain type of texts
writing does not depend on its tonality, initially assigned to it
by the author.
H3. Writing style of certain type of texts does not depend
on the tonality, initially assigned to it by the author.
H4. Vocabulary richness of certain type of texts does not
depend on the tonality, initially assigned to it by the author.
As a case study for testing the basic workability and
proposed Methodology quality, the Polish-language Film
Reviews Dataset was used.
B. Contextual Component of the Corpora’s ContextuallyOriented Hierarchical Structure Building
At the first stage of the methodology development, the
authors take into account specificity of the chosen case study
and the results of previous research results [29]. These results
suggest the possibility of building the Hierarchical structure
of the Contextually-Oriented Corpus (COHC) via application
of the Discriminant and Probabilistic Methods of the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and Latent Semantic Relations
Analysis (LSA) [28, 30]. In our case COHC is the two-point
(Positive/Negative Classes) structure of the sets of
paragraphs, semantically close to Topics, identified as the
main Contextual Framework of the analyzed initial Dataset.
The process of Hierarchical structure of COHC Building
involves the following stages (figure 1):

Fig 1. Steps of the Corpora’s Contextually-Oriented Hierarchical
Structure Building

Formation and analysis of the Contextual components of
the COHC are based on the following concepts:
Concept A. Obtaining an adequate sentiment description of
positive and negative texts tonality is possible only via
formation of the Corpus on the basis of Truly Subjectively
Positive (TSP, the subjective evaluation by reviewes is more
than 8 points) and Truly Subjectively Negative (TSN, the
subjective evaluation is less than 4 points) Dataset.
Concept B. As a Contextual Framework (CF) for COHC
building the hierarchical structure of Topics (with list of
keywords) for TSP and TSN dataset are used. Applied
methods for CF creating – combination of LSA and LDA
methods [16, 17, 28].
Concept C. As a quantitative measure of the degree of
influence of each keyword from the CF Topics on the process
of COHC building the contextual keyword weights (CKW)
are used. Applied methods for CKW creation – combination
of LSA and LDA methods, measure – the probability of
occurrence of each word in the topic [16, 17, 28].
Concept D. As a tool for determining the belonging of each
paragraph to a CF topic, the LSA is used [16, 17, 28].
Concept E. As a TCTC a paragraph of at least 100
characters should be used. The possibility to determine the
topic of such paragraph with sufficient accuracy is
experimentally proved [16, 17, 28].
C. Text Analysis of the Contextually-Oriented
Hierarchical Corpus
The process of Text Analysis of COHC involves the
following steps (figure 2).
Step 1. Morphological Analysis of the ContextuallyOriented Hierarchical Corpus
The purpose of this first stage is to conduct the COHC
analysis and create the Hierarchical Morphological
Framework (HMF) for each element of each COHC level.

Fig 2. Steps of the Text Analysis of Contextually-Oriented Hierarchical
Corpus

The objective of creating this HMF is to accumulate the
Hierarchy of specific morphological types and emotional
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As a method of evaluating the quality of probabilistic topic
models the calculation of Perplexity index on the test data set
[2-4] is used. In information theory, perplexity is a
measurement of how well a probability model predicts a
sample. A low perplexity indicates that the probability
distribution is good for predicting the sample.

36730.0
41015.0

D. Contextual Component of the Corpora’s ContextuallyOriented Hierarchical Structure Building
In the process of implementing this stage, about 30% of
contextually insignificant paragraphs, and about 20% of
paragraphs, for which topic could not be identified, were
separated.
The quality indicator – recall rate as the ratio of the number
of topically recognized paragraphs (probability of belonging
the paragraph of topic >0,7) to the total number of paragraphs
– is within 90-95% (table I).

5.7
6.1

1 182 169
1 342 155

As a result, the following structure of the two-level twopoint Contextually-Oriented Hierarchical Corpora of PolishLanguage Film Reviews [29] was obtained (tables II- III).
TABLE II.
CONTEXTUAL STRUCTURE OF THE SUBJECTIVELY POSITIVE (SP)
ELEMENTS OF THE COHC OF POLISH-LANGUAGE FILM REVIEWS
Element of 1st
level CF l
“Hero”

“Director”

“Script”

“Plot”

CASE STUDY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For testing and evaluating the adequacy of the author’s
Methodology realization, as a case study were used the
training samples: 3000 Polish-language films reviews (1500
TSP and 1500 TSN) from the filmweb.pl.
All words/terms of film reviews in this paper will be
presented in English language. The experimental part of all
steps of author's Algorithm was technically realized in
Python 3.4.1.

5.1
4.2

Average
Perplexity
Value

10239
10934

Average
Number of
terms in

Number of
CF topics

TSP
TSN

Average
Number of
topics in
Document

Number of
paragraphs

TABLE I.
STRUCTURE OF THE CONTEXTUAL SUMMARY
Corpora
Samples

features of the COHC texts to identify their differences
depending on: the text tonality, initially assigned to it by the
author, and belonging to a particular CF Topic. As main
indicators to carry out this stage of analysis, the measures with
following interpretations are proposed:
– the part of speech (POS) distribution for each COHC
Element (M1) – determining the authors morphological types
of the expression of positive or negative judgments;
– the percentage of new (unique) words in each COHC
Element (M2) – characterizing the emotional component
specificity of positive or negative judgments expression.
Step 2. Structural Analysis of the Contextually-Oriented
Hierarchical Corpus
The purpose of this first stage is to conduct the COHC
analysis and create the Hierarchical Structural Framework
(HSF) for each COHC element of each level. The objective of
creating this HSF is to accumulate the Hierarchy of specific
writing styles and vocabulary richness features of the COHC
texts to identify their differences depending on: the text
tonality, initially assigned to it by the author, and belonging
to a particular CF Topic. As main indicators to carry out this
stage of analysis, the measures with following interpretations
are proposed:
– the specificity of first Zipf’s "rank-frequency" law for
each element of each COHC level (M3), determining the
authors writing styles of the expression of positive or negative
judgments and classically characterized by a constant value
of C as the ratio [31, 32]:
C= F*R,
(7)
where: F – frequency of occurrence of a term in the text; R
– Rank of the word (the most commonly used word gets rank
1, the next – 2, etc.); С – constant;
– the specificity of the second Zipf’s "quantity-frequency"
law for each element of each COHC level (M4), determining
the authors vocabulary richness of the expression of positive
or negative judgments [5,6].

“Spectator”

Element of 2nd level CF

% of paragraphs

Actor / Play
History / Film
Picture / Scene
Director / Creator
Film / Director
Scene / Story
Style
Creator / Author
Film / Director
Story / Hero
Author / Creator
Role / Actors
Film / Effects
Portrait / Image
Director / Production
Script / History
Hero / Fan
Film / Aspects
Role / Formulation
Scene / Director

24%
43%
30%
3%
30%
10%
6%
54%
8%
58%
13%
21%
5%
31%
24%
40%
40%
20%
16%
24%

TABLE III.
CONTEXTUAL STRUCTURE OF THE SUBJECTIVELY NEGATIVE (SN)
ELEMENTS OF THE COHC OF POLISH-LANGUAGE FILM REVIEWS
Element of 1st
level CF
“Hero”

“Actor”

“Creator”

“Plot”

Element of 2nd level CF

% of paragraphs

Action / History
Director / Cinema
Scene / Actor
Hero / Image
Role / Scene
Script / History
Hero / Scene
Film / Script
Picture / Actor
Story / Hero
Director / Image
Creator / Film

49%
21%
31%
24%
58%
18%
23%
60%
18%
39%
18%
43%
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The results obtained at this stage of the experiment indicate
that the tonality, initially assigned by the authors specificity
of texts with Persuasive writing type, affects the Contextual
Structure of the analyzed content. As can be seen from the
tables II-III, the Contextual Structure of Subjectively Positive
and Subjectively Negative elements of COHC differs both in
content and in the variety (amount) of topics covered in the
texts (H2 is rejected).

E. Text Analysis of the Contextually-Oriented
Hierarchical Corpus
Step 1. Morphological Analysis of the ContextuallyOriented Hierarchical Corpus
As a result of the specific morphological types and
emotional features of the COHC texts identification, the
following initial statistics were obtained (Table IV)

TABLE IV.
FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH DISTRIBUTION IN SP / SN HIERARCHICAL CORPORA’S ELEMENTS

Negative Hierarchical Corpora’s Elements
Morphological Types (M1)
Emotional Features (M2)
% of adjectives Frequency % of Unique adjectives Frequency
18,09003
1
46
1
19,61974
1
53.5
2
21,14945
4
61
3
22,67915
9
68.5
4
More
1
More
6
% of nouns
0.906111
15.52333
30.14056
44.75778
More

Frequency
1
0
0
0
15

% of Unique nouns
38
46.5
55
63.5
More

Frequency
1
2
5
4
4

% of verbs
20.02801
21.01446
22.00092
22.98737
More

Frequency
1
4
6
2
3

% Unique verbs
51
60.75
70.5
80.25
More

Frequency
1
2
3
6
4

In table IV the “% of part of speech” is the border of % of
these types of words in the whole number of words in
particular Corpora’s Element; “Frequency” – the number of
COHC elements in which this “% of part of speech” occurs.
The results of comparative analysis of differences in the
part of speech distribution and percentage of new words in the
different COHC elements could be interpreted in the
following way:
1. The law distribution of adjectives in the positive and
negative COHC Elements indicates that:
– % of adjectives used in positive elements of the
Hierarchical Corpora is slightly higher than this percentage in
negative Elements.
This result can be interpreted as the presence of a general
tendency to make reviews more intonational in expressing
positive emotions;
– % of new (unique) adjectives used in positive elements
of the Hierarchical Corpora is significantly higher (by 20%)
compared to this indicator in negative Elements.
Thus, the need and realization of the emotional component
of the authors' positive judgments through the use of different
adjectives (characteristics) is much higher than in the
expression of negative emotions.
2. The distribution of nouns in the positive and negative
COHC Elements indicates that:

Positive Hierarchical Corpora’s Elements
Morphological Types (M1)
Emotional Features (M2)
% of adjectives Frequency % of Unique adjectives Frequency
12.50
2
38
1
15.02
0
50.4
2
17.55
0
62.8
2
20.07
0
75.2
9
22.59
12
87.6
6
More
11
More
5
% of nouns
Frequency
% of Unique nouns
Frequency
52.88136
1
31
1
56.16872
5
42.6
1
59.45609
12
54.2
3
62.74345
4
65.8
8
66.03082
1
77.4
7
More
2
More
5
% verbs
Frequency
% of Unique verbs
Frequency
13.43874
1
43
1
15.22556
0
54.4
1
17.01239
2
65.8
1
18.79922
3
77.2
4
20.58605
5
88.6
9
More
14
More
9

– % of the nouns, used in positive Hierarchical Corpora’s
Elements, obeys the classical normal distribution law and
indicates the average weightiness of the judgments expressed.
Negative judgments are characterized by extremes – either
many, or very few nouns;
– % of new (unique) nouns used in positive Hierarchical
Corpora’s Elements is higher (about 10%) compared to this
indicator in negative reviews.
Since the nouns primarily serve to ascertain the facts, the
existence of objects (entities, etc.), on the whole these facts
can indicate that negative judgments are more based on
emotions rather than facts.
3. The distribution law of verbs in the positive and negative
COHC Elements indicates that:
– % of verbs used in positive elements of the Hierarchical
Corpora is insignificant, and even lower than this percentage
in negative Elements.
This can be interpreted as the desire of reviewers to
characterize the actions that caused the particular emotions,
in a greater degree;
– % of new (unique) verbs used in positive elements of the
Hierarchical Corpora is higher (about 10%) compared to this
indicator in negative reviews.
This again testifies to a more creative approach to writing
reviews by authors of positive reviews.
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In general, these facts may indicate that the expression of
negative emotions is characterized by greater stinginess of
emotional coloring (from the point of view of linguistic
evaluation).
When generalizing the results obtained at this stage of the
experiment, it can be argued that the tonality, initially
assigned by the authors specificity of texts with Persuasive
writing type, affects the Morphological Structure of the
analyzed content. As it can be seen from table V, the
Morphological Structure of Subjectively Positive and
Subjectively Negative elements of COHC differs both in the
morphological types and emotional features (H2 is rejected).
TABLE V.
MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES AND EMOTIONAL FEATURES IN SP / SN
HIERARCHICAL CORPORA’S ELEMENTS
SP Elements
M1
M2
High
High
Average
High
High
High

Part of
speech
Adjectives
Nouns
Verbs

M1
High
Polar
Average

SN Elements
M2
High
High and Average
Average

Step 2. Structural Analysis of the Contextually-Oriented
Hierarchical Corpus
a) First Zipf’s "Rank-Frequency" Law

As a result of comparative analysis of writing styles of the
expression of positive or negative judgments, the following
types of internal structure of the COHC Elements from the
point of view of the specific of the Rank-Frequency
distribution (writing styles) of the words usage were
identified:
– the Classical structure of the COHC Elements, in which
the proportion of terms with a high frequency of usage (in the
authors' algorithm it is intended to remove the often-used and
not load-bearing stop-words of the Polish language at the
stage of preprocessing) account for no more than 0.25% of all
terms (С≈0.06-0.07);
– the Medium normalized structure of the COHC Elements,
in which terms with a high frequency of use account for about
10% of all terms (C≈0.02-0.05);

TABLE VI.
THE RANK-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION STRUCTURE OF THE 1ST LEVEL OF HIERARCHICAL CORPORA’S ELEMENTS

Verbs

6.25%
6.25%

Nouns

18.75%

Adjective

25.00%
16.67%
25.00%
16.67%

All POS

“Hero”
“Actor”
“Creator”
“Plot”

Non-standard

Verbs

25.00%

Nouns

12.50%

Adjective

18.75%

All POS

Nouns

“Hero”
“Spectator”
“Script”
“Director”
“Plot”

Verbs

Element of 1st
level CF

Adjective

Medium normalized

All POS

Classical

6.25%
6.25%

6.25%
25.00%
12.50%
12.50%
18.75%

Positive Hierarchical Corpora’s Elements
25.00%
12.50%
6.25%

12.50%

25.00%
6.25%
6.25%

25.00%
25.00%
25.00%
16.67%

6.25%
18.75%

6.25%
6.25%

25.00%

6.25%
12.50%

12.50%
6.25%

12.50%
12.50%

12.50%
12.50%
6.25%

Negative Hierarchical Corpora’s Elements
8.33%
25.00%
16.67%
8.33%
16.67%
8.33%
25.00%
16.67%
8.33%
25.00%
8.33%

– the non-standard COHC Elements structure, in which
about 90% of terms have a frequency of use no more than
1 time (С≈0.03-0.04).
Characteristics of Rank-Frequency distribution, obtained
during this stage of experiment for the 1st level of COHC, are
presented in table VI.
Interpretation of these results as a characteristic of specific
Writing Style, could be the following:
– negative reviews are characterized by a small part of
opinions, expressed with the help of unique words. And the
most non-standard from the point of view of the use of unique
words and the brevity of presentation are the paragraphs
characterizing the topic Plot of the film with the help verbs.
Adjectives used in negative reviews mainly refer to the
second type of Hierarchical Corpora structure, which can be
interpreted as a fairly high percentage of frequently repeated
definitions (terms).

6.25%
6.25%

18.75%
12.50%
12.50%
18.75%

8.33%

16.67%
8.33%
25.00%

The predominant type of COHC Elements structure are
standard reviews, in which the most commonly used words
account for 0.25% of all COHC Element vocabulary;
– structure of the positive part of the COHC is fairly
uniform – all the texts represented in it are equally structured.
However, from the point of view of distinctive features, it is
necessary to note the percentage of non-standard (unique)
adjectives.
The structure of the COHC that characterizes the Spectator
is especially different – in this part of the COHC there is no
standard Corpora Elements structure, and there is a high
percentage of both repeating and unique verbs.
Generalizing the results obtained at this stage of the
experiment (table VII) it again can be argued that the tonality,
initially assigned by the authors specificity of texts, affects the
Writing Style of the analyzed content (H3 is rejected).
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Hero
Actor / Play
History / Film
Picture / Scene
Director / Creator
Director
Film / Director
Scene / Story
Style
Creator / Author
Script
Film / Director
Story / Hero
Author / Creator
Role / Actors
Plot
Film / Effects
Portrait / Image
Director / Production
Script / History
Spectator
Hero / Fan
Film / Aspects
Role / Formulation
Scene / Director
Hero

Director

Script

a

Plot

Spectator

b

Fig 3. Second Zipf’s law coefficients for Positive Hierarchical Corpora’s
Elements

Creator / Film

Director / Image

Story / Hero

Plot

Film / Script

Picture / Actor

Hero / Scene

Creator

Role / Scene

Actor

Hero / Image

Script / History

Creator

a

Plot

b

Fig 4. Second Zipf’s law coefficients for Negative Hierarchical Corpora’s
Elements

Based on the obtained data, the comparative analysis of the
specificity of second Zipf’s "quantity-frequency" law
coefficients distribution of the Positive and Negative
Elements of Polish-Language Film Reviews COHC was
carried out (table VIII), where “Frequency” – the number of
COHC elements in which such value of coefficients occurs:
TABLE VIII.
STRUCTURE OF THE SECOND ZIPF’S LAW COEFFICIENTS DISTRIBUTION
(M4)
Coefficient
b

Frequency

Negative COHC Elements

Frequency

Positive COHC Elements

Coefficient
a

where, a – determining the average frequency of
occurrence of most part of the terms in the COHC Element;
b – determining the average speed of appearance of new
words in the text – the Vocabulary Richness (M4) of text’s
author.
The lower the value of the coefficient b, the higher the
richness of the vocabulary of the COHC Element, since the
curve of the dependence of the occurrence frequency of each
word in the number of these words decreases more quickly,
accordingly a smaller number of terms appears frequently
(that is, the same words are used more often).
In order to ensure the adequate comparability of the
conducted studies results, the corrected (taking into account
the number of unique words in the COHC Element)
coefficients of equations a and b were used.
The characteristics of Quantity-Frequency distribution
(Zipf’s law coefficients), obtained during this stage of
experiment, are presented in the figures 3-4.

Actor

Frequency

(8),

Hero

Coefficient
b

b
y a
x

Scene / Actor

As a result of the experiments, the initial statistics, which
describes the specificity of second Zipf’s "quantityfrequency" law for Polish-Language Film Reviews COHC
were obtained.
The basic coefficients for the analysis were the coefficients
of the approximation in the equation for the second Zipf’s
law:

Director / Cinema

b) Second Zipf’s "Quantity-Frequency" Law

Frequency

SN Hierarchical
Corpora’s Element
45.83%
39.58%
14.58%

Action / History

Classical
Medium normalized
Non-standard

SP Hierarchical
Corpora’s Element
30.00%
35.00%
35.00%

Coefficient
a

Writing Style (M3)

Hero

TABLE VII.
WRITING STYLES STRUCTURE OF THE HIERARCHICAL CORPORA OF
POLISH-LANGUAGE FILM REVIEWS

0.016
0.022
0.028

3
12
10

0.004
0.007
0.010

22
2
1

0.001
0.001
0.002

9
5
2

0.029
0.041
0.052

9
0
7

Interpretation of the specificity of Polish-Language Film
Reviews COHC from the point of view of the vocabulary
richness of the expression of positive or negative judgments
(table VIII) could be the following:
– positive reviews are characterized by an initially high (in
comparison with negative) values of the corrected coefficient
a (a≈0.010-0.027), which indicates a high average level of
frequency of most part of the terms in the COHC Element. At
the same time, this part of the case is characterized by
relatively low values of the corrected coefficient b (b≈0.00030.0009), on the one hand, testifying to a sufficiently rich (in
comparison with negative reviews) vocabulary of the text.
That is, in general, positive reviews characterized by a greater
proportion of terms that are used uniformly often throughout
the text. This, in turn, may indicate a rather highly semantic
structured opinion, expressed in a carefully and balanced
manner;
– the negative reviews are characterized by sufficiently
low (in comparison with positive) values of the corrected
coefficient a (a≈0.0002-0.0021), which indicates a lower (i.e.,
more unique) average level of frequency of most part of the
terms in the COHC Element. In this case, this part of the
COHC is characterized by sufficiently high values of the
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corrected coefficient b (b≈0.0183-0.0517), which may
indicate that in the expression of the main negative emotions,
authors use the same words quite often, and the rest of the
words are used randomly, depending on the context of the
film or the specific expression of the author's thoughts. This,
in turn, can testify to the average level of semantic structure
of the opinion, expressed more spontaneously and under the
influence of emotions.
Generalizing the results obtained at this stage of the
experiment (table IX) it again can be argued that the tonality,
initially assigned by the authors specificity of texts, affects the
Vocabulary Richness of the analyzed content (H4 is rejected).
TABLE IX.
VOCABULARY RICHNESS STRUCTURE OF THE HIERARCHICAL
CORPORA OF POLISH-LANGUAGE FILM REVIEWS
Vocabulary Richness
(M4)
Average frequency of
words occurrence
Average speed of new
words appearance
Vocabulary Richness
Semantic Structuredness

SP COHC Element

SN COHC Element

High

Low

Low

Polar

Sufficiently High

Random
Medium
Semantically
Structured

Highly Semantic
Structured

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, authors present the methodology of
constructing and analyzing the Hierarchical Corpora for the
Purpose of Further Forming and Training the Sentiment
Lexicon. The main contribution of the paper and the authors’
study is finding the answers to the main research questions:
1. The hierarchical structure of the Corpus allows for more
flexible and clear identification of the Morphological and
Structural features of texts of different tonalities and contexts,
originally assigned by the authors.
These differences should contribute to improving the
quality of algorithms development for the Sentiment Lexicon
creation, allowing the introduction of additional tools for
determining the tonality based on the availability of data
about semantic properties of the text being studied.
2. The Contextual, Morphological and Structural
specificity of texts that have a tone, originally assigned by the
authors, has significant differences. The basic features of the
Sentiment Patterns for the texts of the two basic tonalities,
which were obtained, are the following (table X):
Table X.
SENTIMENT PATTERNS OF THE TEXTS WITH THE DIFFERENT TONALITY
Features

Emotional Features

Subjectively
Positive Texts
Wide
More Adjectives
and Verbs
Very Emotional

Writing Style
Vocabulary Richness

Colorful
Structured and rich

Contextual Structure
Morphological Types

Subjectively
Negative Texts
Moderate
More Adjectives and
Partly Verbs
Restrained
Emotionally
Monochrome
Medium Structured
and Random

The frameworks obtained by the authors testify to the
existence of certain thought and style templates, under the

influence of which the formation of texts of various
sentiments takes place.
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